
                                            B.voc (Beauty & Wellness)  

S. No. Name of the Student Class Roll No. Name of the Project 
 

1. Harmanpreet Kaur  226451 Visit to Govt.sr.sec  Smart school 
,karari –to participate in cleaning 
the environment and gave 
hairstyling and makeup tips . 

2. Jasmine Bassi  226452 Visit- Old age home,kusht Ashram 
and gave some food them. 
Visit- roadside poor kids distribute 
stationary to them.  
Visit to Govt.sr.sec  Smart school 
Karari-  

3. Kritika 226453 Visit to Govt.sr.sec  Smart school 
Karari- to participate in cleaning 
the environment 
Visit- providing food to street 
dogs. 

4. Gurpreet  226454 Visit to Govt.sr.sec  Smart school 
Karari- to participate in  cleaning 
the environment 
Visit-planting on street , and 
spread awareness on drugs on 
near school .  

5. Simran Arora 226455 Visit to Govt.sr.sec  Smart school 
Karari- to participate in  cleaning 
the environment 
Visit- spread awareness in drugs 
on near school. 

6. Gagandeep Kaur 226456 Visit to Govt.sr.sec  Smart school 
Karari- to participate in  cleaning 
the environment. 
Visit- Providing food to street 
dogs. 
Visit- Providing water to birds 

7. Manpreet Kaur 226457 Visit to Govt.sr.sec  Smart school 
Karari- to participate in  cleaning 
the environment 
Visit- Providing water to birds and 
food to street dogs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8. Simran 226458 Visit to Govt.sr.sec  Smart school 
Karari- to participate in  cleaning 
the environment 
Visit- planting on street , and 
spread awareness on drugs in 
near school. 
 

9. Nishu Rani 226459 Visit to Govt.sr.sec  Smart school 
Karari- to participate in  cleaning 
the environment. 
Visit-- Providing water to birds and 
food to street dogs. 
Visit – Taughting some skills about 
makeup and hairstyles. 

10 Sapna 226460 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in   cleaning 
the environment. 
Visit –Giving some knowledge 
about  thermal styling. 
 

11 Pallvi 226461 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in   cleaning 
the environment. 
Visit - spread awareness in drugs 
on near school. 
Visit –Giving some knowledge 
about hairstyling. 
 

12 Onam Devi 226463 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in cleaning 
the environment. 
Visit- Roadside poor kids 
distribute stationary to them.  
Visit- Providing water to birds and 
food to street dogs. 
 

13 Manmeet Kaur 226464 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in cleaning   
the environment. 
Visit –interaction and playing in 
Pingla Ghar and distributed food, 
clothes and medicines. 
Visit- Roadside poor kids 
distribute stationary to them.  
 
 
 



14 Monika Sukhija 226465 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in  cleaning  
the environment. 
Visit –Knowledge about skin   and 
make up. 
Visit - Giving some knowledge 
about thermalstyling. 
 

15 Jasmine Sharma 226466 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in  cleaning  
the environment. 
Visit- Giving some knowledge 
about thermalstyling. 
Visit- Providing water to birds and 
food to street dogs. 

16 Urvashi 226467 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in  cleaning  
the environment. 
Visit—Road side poor kids 
distribute stationary to them.  
Visit –Giving some knowledge 
about hairstyling 

17 Saniya 226468 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in   cleaning 
the environment. 
Visit- Road side poor kids 
distribute stationary to them.  
Visit-Donate study material to 
poor children to near area. 
Visit-Donate clothes to needy 
people. 
Visit- Donate plants in school. 
Visit- Giving Digital knowledge 
about booking cylinder to old 
ladies. 
  

18 Nagita 226469 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participation in   
cleaning the environment. 
 Visit- Giving some knowledge 
about thermal styling. 

19 Ruban  226470 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in   cleaning 
the environment. 
 Visit- Providing food to street 
dogs. 
Visit- Providing water to birds 



 

 

 

20 Muskandeep  Kaur 226471 Visit to Govt.sr.sec   Smart school 
Karari- to participate in   cleaning 
the environment. 
Visit- Giving some knowledge 
about hairstyling 
Visit- Providing water to birds 


